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Avg nb of sentences in Input Document:
39

What is Document Simplification?
Complex Input Document

Owls are birds from the order of Strigiformes, comprising over 200 species of mostly)
solitary and nocturnal birds of prey typified by an upright stance, binocular vision,
binaural hearing, and sharp talons. Owls hunt mostly small mammals, insects, and
other birds, although a few species specialize in hunting fish. 

Simplified Output Document

Owls are birds. There are over 200 species and are all animals of prey. Most of them
are solitary and nocturnal. Owls’ prey may be birds, large insects (such as crickets),
small reptiles (such as lizards) or small mammals (such as mice, rats, and rabbits).
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Reading Ability

Why Simplify ?
To aid reader comprehension (Mason, 1978; Williams et al., 2003; Kajiwara et al.,
2013)

Adult vs children
Native vs non Native
Reading disability
Expert vs non-Expert
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Splitting

Simplification Operations

Owls are birds from the order of Strigiformes, comprising over 200 species of mostly
solitary and nocturnal birds of prey typified by an upright stance, binocular vision,
binaural hearing, and sharp talons. Owls hunt mostly small mammals, insects, and
other birds, although a few species specialize in hunting fish.

Owls are birds. There are over 200 species ...
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Rephrasing

Document Simplification
Owls are birds from the order of Strigiformes, comprising over 200 species of mostly
solitary and nocturnal birds of prey typified by an upright stance, binocular vision,
binaural hearing, and sharp talons. Owls hunt mostly small mammals, insects, and
other birds, although a few species specialize in hunting fish.

Owls are birds. There are over 200 species and are all animals of prey. Most of them
are solitary and nocturnal . Owls’ prey may be birds, large insects (such as crickets),
small reptiles (such as lizards) or small mammals (such as mice, rats, and rabbits).
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Deleting

Document Simplification
Owls are birds from the order of Strigiformes, comprising over 200 species of mostly
solitary and nocturnal birds of prey typified by an upright stance, binocular vision,
binaural hearing, and sharp talons . Owls hunt mostly small mammals, insects, and
other birds, although a few species specialize in hunting fish.

Owls are birds. There are over 200 species and are all animals of prey. Most of them
are solitary and nocturnal. Owls’ prey may be birds, large insects (such as crickets),
small reptiles (such as lizards) or small mammals (such as mice, rats, and rabbits).
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Previous work
Sentence-level simplification iteratively applied over a document
(Woodsend and Lapata, 2011a; Alva-Manchego et al., 2019b)

Low discourse coherence
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Previous work
Sentence-level simplification iteratively applied over a document
(Woodsend and Lapata, 2011a; Alva-Manchego et al., 2019b)

Low discourse coherence

A sentence-level model that uses context information to influence document
simplification
(Sun et al. 2020)

Underperform the iterative sentence simplification baseline
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Our Model: two Key Components

Planning

PLAN - A sequence of simplification operations for the input document 
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Our Model: two Key Components

Planning

PLAN - A sequence of simplification operations for the input document 

Modeling Context

Simplification operations are predicted based on local and global context

LOCAL - The words making up a sentence

GLOBAL - The text surrounding a sentence
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Outline

Planning

 c ,…, c ⇒1 n …,ô, ôn
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Outline

Planning

 

Simplifying

Plan-guided Document Simplification

Document context is used to predict simplification operations

c ,…, c ⇒1 n …,ô, ôn
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Outline

Planning

 

Simplifying

Plan-guided Document Simplification

Document context is used to predict simplification operations

Context-aware and Plan-guided Document Simplification

Document context is also used to guide simplification

c ,…, c ⇒1 n …,ô, ôn
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Planning Simplification OperationsPlanning Simplification Operations

Cripwell et al. Findings of NAACL 2022Cripwell et al. Findings of NAACL 2022

cc   ,, …… ,, cc   ⇒⇒11 nn   …… ,,   oô̂,, oô̂nn
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Planning Simplifications

with  {copy, rephrase, split, delete}

Given some input document  the task of the planner is to
predict a simplification plan i.e., a sequence of n simplification operations 

c ,…, c ⇒1 n …,ô, ôn

∈ôi

C = c ,…, c1 n

PLAN = …,ô, ôn
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Challenges

Simplification Operations have different requirements

Splitting

mainly depends on the input sentence’s internal structure

The man who sleeps snores → The man sleeps. He snores.

John went shopping after he left work → John left work. Afterwards he went
shopping. 
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Challenges

Simplification Operations have different requirements

Splitting

mainly depends on the input sentence’s internal structure

The man who sleeps snores → The man sleeps. He snores.

John went shopping after he left work → John left work. Afterwards he went
shopping. 

Deletion, copy and rephrase

are mostly context dependent .

A sentence can only be omitted if it is either redundant with, or of minor
semantic import relative to, other sentences in the document
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Challenges

Simplification Operations have different requirements

Splitting

mainly depends on the input sentence’s internal structure

 we model complex sentences at the token level

LOCAL context

Deletion, copy and rephrase

are mostly context dependent .

 we take into account the document context of the complex sentences

GLOBAL context

⇒

⇒
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RoBERTa classifier with cross-attention
over the global context

Local Context

Token level encoder of the
sentence to be simplified 

Global Context

fixed window of Sentence level
embedding (SBERT) for
surrounding sentences

Planning Model

ci
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RoBERTa classifier with cross-attention
over the global context

layers initialised with weights from
a context-independent classifier

Local Context

Token level encoder of the
sentence to be simplified 

Global Context

fixed window of Sentence level
embedding (SBERT) for
surrounding sentences

Planning Model

ci
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RoBERTa classifier with cross-attention
over the global context

layers initialised with weights from
a context-independent classifier

Local Context

Token level encoder of the
sentence to be simplified 

Global Context

fixed window of Sentence level
embedding (SBERT) for
surrounding sentences

The left context is dynamically
updated with previously simplified
sentences

Planning Model

ci
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RoBERTa classifier with cross-attention
over the global context

layers initialised with weights from
a context-independent classifier

Local Context

Token level encoder of the
sentence to be simplified 

Global Context

fixed window of Sentence level
embedding (SBERT) for
surrounding sentences

The left context is dynamically
updated with previously simplified
sentences

Context positional embedding: relative
distance of a given sentence from the
input sentence 

Document positional embedding: the
document quintile (1-5) that a given
sentence falls into

Planning Model

ci

ci
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Dynamic Contextual Classifier: our
model
Contextual Classifier: Static left context
Classifier: no context
Tagger: Sequence tagging on SBERT
representations (no internal structure)

Tagger-Decoder: Each prediction is
conditioned on the input document and
on the previously predicted operation
tags. SBERT encodings.
EncDec : Same as Tagger-Decoder
but with token encodings

Alternative Models

full
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Data
 pairs with  a complex document and  its simplification.

Newsela

News articles
Each article is manually rewritten at five different levels of simplification,
corresponding to discrete reading levels (0-4) of increasingly simplicity.
Manual alignement of sentences and paragraphs

Wiki-auto

Three simplification datasets which were automatically-collated from English
Wikipedia and Wikipedia simple.
Automatic alignement of sentences and paragraphs

(C, S) C S
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Labeling the data
 

Delete

 is not aligned to any  .
The complex sentence  is not aligned to any sentence  in the simplified
version.

(C, S) → (C, S, o)

ci sj

ci sj
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Labeling the data
 

Delete

 is not aligned to any  .

Copy

 is aligned to a single  with a Levenshtein similarity above 0.92.
The complex sentence  is aligned to a similar sentence  in the simplified
version

(C, S) → (C, S, o)

ci sj

ci sj

ci sj
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Labeling the data
 

Delete

 is not aligned to any  .

Copy

 is aligned to a single  with a Levenshtein similarity above 0.92.

Rephrase

 is aligned to a single  with a Levenshtein similarity below 0.92.
The complex sentence  is aligned to a sentence  in the simplified version but
differs from it.

(C, S) → (C, S, o)

ci sj

ci sj

ci sj

ci sj
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Labeling the data
 

Delete

 is not aligned to any  .

Copy

 is aligned to a single  with a Levenshtein similarity above 0.92.

Rephrase

 is aligned to a single  with a Levenshtein similarity below 0.92.

Split

 is aligned to multiple 
The complex sentence  is aligned to several sentences in the simplified version.

(C, S) → (C, S, o)

ci sj

ci sj

ci sj

ci sj

ci
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Data Filtering
Wiki-auto

We clip all complex documents after the last aligned paragraph.
We remove documents where more than 50% of aligned sentences are labelled
as delete.

Wiki-auto and Newsela-auto

We remove all articles that exceed 1024 tokens (so that we can fit them into a
baseline BART generative model).
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n: the number of sentences in C
k: the number of sentences in S

Newsela input documents are
much longer

Newsela data is smaller

Data after filtering
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Labelled Data
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Planning Accuracy Results

Our model consistently shows best results on both datasets.
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Planning Accuracy Results

The context-free classifier under-performs for Deletion

This confirms the intuition that global context particularly matters for that
operation.
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Planning Accuracy Results

Sentence level encoding of the input sentence yields worse results (EncDec, Tagger)

The loss is strongest for the Split operation

This confirms the intuition that local context particularly matters for that
operation.
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Planning Accuracy Results

A token level modeling of the document context performs worst (EncDecfull)

This suggests that the very long input challenges the attention mechanism
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Ablations
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Plan-Guided DocumentPlan-Guided Document
SimplificationSimplification

Cripwell et al. EACL 2023Cripwell et al. EACL 2023

cc   ,,   ⇒⇒ii oô̂ii ss   ii
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Plan Guided Document
Simplification

Predict simplification operations

Simplify each input sentences using controls

c ,…, c ⇒1 n …,ô, ôn

c , ⇒i ôi si
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Iterating over the document sentences

Plan-Guided (PG): pipeline

Document Simplification Models
BART Encoder-Decoder model fine-tuned on simplification data

c , ⇒i ôi si
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Iterating over the document sentences

Plan-Guided (PG): pipeline

Sent-BART: end-to-end

Document Simplification Models
BART Encoder-Decoder model fine-tuned on simplification data

c , ⇒i ôi si

c ⇒i si
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Doc-BARTIterating over the document sentences

Plan-Guided (PG): pipeline

Sent-BART: end-to-end

Document Simplification Models
BART Encoder-Decoder model fine-tuned on simplification data

DOC ⇒ SIMPLIFIED

c , ⇒i ôi si

c ⇒i si
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Evaluation Metrics
SARI (Xu et al., 2016)

Most popular simplification metric.
Computes n-gram edits between input, output, and references.

Summarization metrics

BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021)
SMART (Amplayo et al., 2022)

FKGL (Kincaid et al., 1975)

Readibility metrics
Uses surface-level statistics like syllable counts and sentence length.
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Results

Our model (PG Dyn) achieves the highest results of all systems.
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Results

Our model (PG Dyn) achieves the highest results of all systems.

Improving planning (PG Oracle) would substantially increase performance (PG
Oracle)
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Results

Our model (PG Dyn) achieves the highest results of all systems.

Improving planning (PG Oracle) would substantially increase performance (PG
Oracle)

End-to-end simplification of the full document (Doc-BART) yields poor results
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Example output
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Context-Aware DocumentContext-Aware Document
SimplificationSimplification

Cripwell et al. Findings of ACL 2023Cripwell et al. Findings of ACL 2023
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PLANNING is Context-Aware ...

... but SIMPLIFICATION is not

Context-Aware Simplification
PG (plan-guided) pipeline

First PLAN,
Input D  Simplification Plan

then SIMPLIFY
Input S + Simplification Operation  Simplified S

⇒
c ,…, c ⇒1 n …,ô, ôn

⇒
c , ⇒i ôi si
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Modification of the BART
architecture

Generation is conditioned on both
an input sentence  and a
representation of the document
context  of that sentence

Same context modeling as for
planner (SBERT encoding of the
neighbouring sentences)

Context-Aware BART (ConBART)

ci

Zi
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Contexts and Models
Textual inputs at varying granularities

BARTdoc, BARTpara, BARTsent, LEDdoc, LEDpara

Complex sentence input + Global Context

ConBART

All above systems + plan-guidance ( )

, a predicted simplification plan
, a simplification model (BART, LED, ConBART)

→Ô M

Ô

M
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Which context helps most ?

The best two models use a medium size context (either a paragraph or a sentence
window)
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Which context helps most ?

Full Document context does not work well (BARTdoc, LEDdoc)
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Which context helps most ?

For end-to-end models, LongFormers drastically improve results on longer input
(document, paragraph)
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Does planning help ?

Planning systematically improves performance

Planning needs improving

the model simplifying based on the oracle plan has much higher
performance
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Human Evaluation
On paragraphs

33 complex paragraphs from each non-adjacent reading-level transition
pairing

198 paragraphs in total

50% Minor: reading-level transition of two (0-2, 1-3 etc)

50% Major: reading-level transition higher than two (0-3, 1-4 etc)

Yes/No judgments on fluency, adequacy, simplicity

Score = proportion of positive judgments

References and outputs from 4 high performing systems

PGDyn, LEDpara, )

990 outputs in total

→Ô LEDpara, →Ô ConBART
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Human Evaluation

All systems achieve high fluency – not surprising given modern LM

Planning improves fluency on MAJOR cases (cases requiring higher degrees of
simplification)
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Human Evaluation

Window- (ConBART) and paragraph-based models are better at maintaining
adequacy.
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Human Evaluation

Window/paragraph-based models + Planning yields high simplicity in major
cases (overcoming conservativity?)

(LEDpara/ConBART + plan)
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Generalising to OOD Data
Training on Newsela, Testing on Wiki-auto
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Generalising to OOD Data
Training on Newsela, Testing on Wiki-auto

Planning helps on unseen domains.
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Generalising to OOD Data
Training on Newsela, Testing on Wiki-auto

Planning helps on unseen domains.

Paragraph-based models are less adaptable to unseen domains

Paragraph length varies across corpora making
Models tend to be biased towards paragraph length of training data
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Conclusion and PerspectivesConclusion and Perspectives
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Conclusion and Future Work
Planning Simplification operations and having a window-based context helps

improve document simplification
generalising to new domains
handling more drastic simplification (MAJOR cases)

Simplification metrics

there is a need for a reference less metric which correctly captures the tradeoff
between meaning preservation and simplification

Types of Simplification

Here (Newsela): simplification in terms of school level
What about: expert/layman, disadvantaged users ?

LLMs

How well do they simplify ?
Can prompting helps diversifying simplification (generate simplifications for
diverse users)?
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Questions ?Questions ?
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Example Output
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Example Output
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Example Output
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Example Output
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